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The Fight Goes On!
Eight decades years after the capitulation of the Wehrmacht on
May 8, 1945, the postwar National Socialist movement is
stronger than ever not only in Germany, but throughout Europe.
Decades of mass murder, expulsion, persecution, and defamation have not sufficed to destroy the seed of the brilliant
idea of our much loved Führer
Adolf Hitler.
All National Socialists and other racially-aware countrymen
and racial kinsmen fight side
by side for the preservation of
our White folks.
The movement has indeed become stronger, but the danger
of biological folk death is also
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much greater today than in the past.
The desperate enemy is in the process of committing genocide
against all White folks. His means are non-White immigration,
culture distortion, and race-mixing.
Whether “legal” or “illegal”, whether in election battle or street
battle, whether armed with propaganda material or on a battlefield of a different kind: every National Socialist must do his
duty!
Gerhard Lauck
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Strength through Laughter:
Carrot and Stick Management
Baron
Thanks to those compromising photographs I took at the last office party I've been invited to submit another article. So I decided to write about the “management style” around here.
One technique used by our Human Resources Department is
commonly referred to as “the carrot and the stick.”
Good performance is rewarded with the promise of eventual
transfer to the Lebensborn project. However, in order to encourage the best performance this transfer only happens upon
retirement after a long and successful career.
Bad behavior, on the other hand, is punished with transfer to our
Tel Aviv unit. (We don't actually know what goes on there. Nobody has ever returned and told us.)
Naturally, management tries to assign tasks to the people with
the matching skill set. Even people with little or no skills are
put to good use. After all, where else would we find our managerial staff?
Creative, even desperate, recruitment measures are sometimes
necessary. This hasn't been easy since the loss of Shanghai.
But this hasn't stopped us. For example, even dogs, cats, parrots, and other family members play important roles.
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A dog is an office manager.
A cat is a receptionist.
A parrot commands our own little “Luftwaffe”.
Three burros sit on our board of directors.
We even have a jackass. (Despite the fact he has only two legs,
he does an outstanding job serving as our resident wise ass, too!
His talent for dumb jokes is legendary.)
Thanks to our European roots drinking on the job is not taboo.
It is considered part of our social life. And a cherished source of
inspiration.
“Brainstorming” - with or without much brain, but preferably
with ample alcohol - is encouraged. It's also a lot of fun. All
kinds of nonsense can be spouted without shame or embarrassment. One just needs to say the magic word: “brainstorming.”
Preferably with a straight face. If possible.
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Colin Jordan was one of the most influential postwar National Socialists activists and thinkers in the
world, with a political career that spanned over 40
years. This book, first published in 1993, expounds
his views on topics of historical and current interest. It is divided into three sections and contains
eleven essays in total. These essays discuss Adolf
Hitler, denounce Strasserites and "Hollywood Nazis," Richard Walther Darre's Green movement and
Rudolf Hess's murder, before outlining the philosophical principles of National Socialism and
makes some practical
suggestions for obtaining
political power. Produced now for the first
time in a collectors limited edition hardback
version by the British
National Socialist Movement (British Movement) which he founded
in 1968. AVAILABLE
ON AMAZON FOR
BEST PRICE
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